


MEET NEG…
Comedian Neg Dupree is best known for Neg’s Urban Sports, the breakout act from hit TV show Balls of Steel.

After 3 series, Neg’s bonkers antics propelled him to cult status across the world with the show being broadcast in
15 countries. This huge success of Balls of Steel UK led to 2 more series, this time filmed in Down Under. Ball of
Steel Australia became the most-watched show of all time on the Comedy Channel and won an Aussie TV Award for
Best Entertainment Show.

Neg has continued to travel across Europe, the USA, and Canada filming various comedy projects while working on
British radio performing an array of crazy characters. Over the past 12 months, in fact, Neg has elevated his cult
status into a viral sensation. He has amassed 150 million views on YouTube and his social media pages have a reach
of over half a million very active followers! He also created an online series for Comedy Central UK, for which his
new characters and sketches have received over 125 million video views on Facebook alone!

And meet a few of Neg’s alter egos…
Learn a little more about Annie and a few more of his most precocious alter egos below.
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PREMISE
The heart of the show focuses on our Neg Dupree, hidden prankster extraordinaire. Following the massive uproar from Neg’s pranks in
the UK, he has been deemed too crazy for TV and housed in a secure facility. But, he’s escaped…

As an FBI manhunt is underway, Neg goes on the run and flees to the US, unleashing a whole raft of pranks and games on unsuspecting
members of the American public. Because he’s on the run, he has dumped his cowboy hat and is now donning a variety of costumes,
prosthetics, and disguises to cause mayhem in cities across North America. We can bring in interesting CCTV style footage, ‘lost’ footage,
and even maps of the cities where Neg currently unleashing his mayhem.

This is going to be big, loud, ground breaking, and - at times – controversial.

EPISODE BREAKDOWN
Each episode will focus on Neg bringing his very own brand of chaos to a different city or State in the USA. Here, we set the scene for 22
minutes and 4 acts of Neg madness. We will use graphics, animation, and a fantastic soundtrack to really bring the show to life, which will
have an urban, pacey feel.

Here’s an assortment of acts that could be broken down by episode:
▪ Spine

There will be main thread set pieces that run across the three acts – Neg wreaking havoc in public in disguise as one of his many
characters. We will build up and return to this until the final payoff at the end of the show

▪ Neg vs. the Public
Neg’s signature hidden-camera “gamified” prank, where graphics and VO explain the rules that Neg has to follow to accomplish the task
and win points.

▪ Quickies
Interstitia commercials to tee up some of Neg’s characters

▪ Cliffhanger
Short pranks with Neg in character to bookend commercial breaks. Audiences can tweet guesses of ‘What Happens Next?’ during the
adverts

Other considerations
▪ Celebrity-Competition

Neg going head to head with one of his well-known celeb fans in a hidden camera situation – Russell Crowe could be the first to
compete

▪ BTS
Outtakes and Neg breaking the 4th wall with behind-the-scenes-footage
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Created and written by Neg Dupree and Julie Chadbourne on behalf of Whoop Media and 33 Media

For sales information, contact: Neg Dupree and Julie Chadbourne

33 Media
Julie Chadbourne

Email: julie@30three.me
Tel: (615) 870-2004

Whoop Media
Neg Dupree

Email: neg@whoopmedia.co.uk
Tel: (0)123455667
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